Student Government Association

SGA Minutes

April 1, 2009

Union Campus, B-106

Meeting called to order by SGA President, Tujuana Perkins @ 2:06pm


Excused: Deneen Armstrong, Elizabeth Tunstall

Unexcused: Dawn Jordan

Motions Adopted/Not Adopted

1. T. Johnson moved to approve the March 18th minutes. “Aye” has it. Motion adopted.
2. T. Johnson moved to table “SGA Sponsored Student Vouchers” until next meeting, April 15, 2009.
3. S. Wilson moved to add restrictions to the Constitution in regards to leaving and reapplying to the SGA. “Aye” has it. Motion Adopted “Aye” have it to retro back to March 20th, 2009. Such restrictions will be added to the Constitution:
   ➢ A representative may resign or leave SGA at any given time without penalties only if he/she provides proper documentation for:
     • Medical Reasoning
     • Family Issues
     • Classes and/or GPA is in jeopardy
     • Job Promotions

The Advisors make the final decision to approve, deny, or modify. “Aye” has it. Motion adopted.
4. Z. Branch-Atiya motioned to adjourn the meeting @ 3:01pm.